Welcome to miniDebConf Lisbon 2023
Language

- We are in Portugal.
- English is widely spoken.
- Whatever language is being presented in, feel welcome to ask questions or discuss in your language.
Conduct

- We are all volunteers.
- DebConf Code of Conduct.
- Be respectful, if you don't know, ask.
- Photo permissions.
Internet WiFi

- Dedicated SSID debian password portugal2025
- Available in the Rooms Va2, V1.12, V1.14
- QR Code
Internet WiFi 2

- SSID Tecnico-Guest
- Web account “debian” password “xGDmv2”
- Available all the campus
Internet Cabled

• One switch and some cables in one of the rooms.

• One Ethernet port near the speaker Va2.
Food

- Small budget for lunch: Cantina (TBC)
- Allergies?
- Apartment has a fridge.
- Fado social event Wednesday evening (TBC)
- Traditional music event Thursday before lunch, maybe cheese and wine?
Chat Server

- A Mattermost server is available.
- Ask for an invite.
- https://chat.debconf-portugal.vps.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/
Orga venue

Avenida Almirante Reis 189, Arroios

Has a kitchen, washing machine for general use

You can't just come in, because we need to respect the people staying there, and their stuff.
Thank you to the supporters

Debian,

venue kindly provided for free from Instituto Superior Técnico.

Ansol and ubuntu-pt for support.
Thank you to the team

Bernelle, José, Sofia, Vasco, urbec, Ana, wiki, Pedro, Luis

with assistance and advice from

ANSOL and Ubuntu-pt
Thank You
Obrigado